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The first book from the team behind Inside Lacrosse magazine, this is a snapshot of the continent's

original sport. This exquisite and lavishly illustrated coffee table book takes provides a visual journey

through the "fastest game on two feet." With a charismatic prologue written by lacrosse legend Roy

Simmons, Jr., Lacrosse is a glossy, photographic encyclopedia of this great game. Chapters are

dedicated to the sport's Native American roots, men and women's college play, the pro indoor and

outdoor games, and many other topics.
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I got this book because I'm an avid lacrosse player and love learning about the roots and evolution

of the game. Since I live in Texas where lacrosse isn't nearly as big here as it is in the Northeast, it

was interesting to see how the game is played and the culture is so huge at the D1 level. There was

too much emphasis on the men's game, however, with only one section devoted to the women's

game. But the picture quality was awesome, thanks to Inside Lacrosse magazine, and the layout is

also neatly done. Makes for a good coffee-table book.

I searched long and hard for an interesting retrospective/coffee table book about Lacrosse as a gift

for my husband. He has played back in high school, college, and still coaches our children on many

teams today. I thought this would be a good choice for him since it included some historical

background and some photos/chapters that included some of his lacrosse college contemporaries

from the 1990's. This book was a good choice for him. However, at $80 and listed as "new", I

expected the book to be in better condition. I'm not in the habit of buying anything used online. This



book has definitely been sitting around for many years. It looked weathered and had discolored

edges and bent corners on the cover jacket. It even had a few sticky stains inside. I paid the higher

price of $80 because it was advertised as "new". I could have paid less for another copy. "New"

should mean "new", not sticky or yellowed with age. Good book, but disappointing condition for the

price.

I got into Lacrosse because my son who is 8 discoverd it a year ago and has fallen in love with the

sport. I wanted him to have a book that would teach him about the origins of the game and how it

became what it is today. This book is a picture story and is an interesting and easy read. It was the

perfect gift. We both love it and will enjoy it for years.
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